Call For Sites;
Future Development Options?
When SNC commenced their work on
the South Northants Local Plan they were
required to invite landowners to volunteer
land they wished to see considered for
future development. This is the “Call for
Sites” exercise and the results are shown
here.
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Should all of these areas become
developed, Silverstone would lose
all claim to being a “village”.
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Geographic Sustainability Analysis:
Results
Wishing to secure a long term, sustainable
future for Silverstone as a village members
of the SNPWP were acutely aware of the
“Yardley Gobion problem” where village
rivalries and hostilities arose between
landowners and villagers at opposite
ends of Yardley Gobion village where
development was proposed.
Silverstone has a very complex geography;
so we sought a rational resolution to
the problem of making allocations in
Silverstone. A solution was needed which
was systematic, scientiﬁc and which totally
ignored land ownership.

The outcome was something we call a
Geographic Sustainability Analysis (GSA
for short) which analyses their relative
sustainability

The total area examined was 200 hectares
(500 acres). Each parcel was measured
against each of the seventeen factors to
give an interim score.

Sustainability is at the heart of
the national planning system. This
translates into Social; Economic
and Environmental factors.

Since all the seventeen factors could
not be of equal signiﬁcance they needed
“weighting”. This relative weighting was
determined by various village focus groups.
The ﬁnal, weighted scores for each parcel
was translated into the “traffic light” map
shown here:

We identiﬁed seventeen factors of
sustainability under these three headings.
The open land within and around the village
All work on identifying possible areas
was divided into 200 parcels (based on
the OS grid) of 100m by 100m. Each parcel for allocation was based on this map of
therefore measures one hectare (two and a sustainability.
half acres).

RED

= least sustainable for development

AMBER = intermediate
GREEN = most sustainable
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Technical/Urban Design Assessments
Sites A, E & G
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In addition to the GSA work, all the “Call
for Sites” locations were assessed in
terms of
• Technical feasibility for construction,
services, sewers etc
• Whether the location was a suitable
site for a proposed village hub
• Whether a design could be produced
which could provide an attractive or
enhanced new public space or place
The results of these exercises are shown
on the following boards and have been
used by SNPWP to determine a best way
forward for our village.

SITES A, E & G
• Sustainability (GSA) Score: 3.85-4.5
MODERATE
• Poor location for possible Village Hub
• Little or no public/village place-making potential

Conclusion: REJECT
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Technical/Urban Design Assessments
Sites D, K & H
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SITES D, K & H (Within Green Heart)
• Sustainability (GSA) Score: 4.44-9.85 (mostly
POOR/VERY POOR)
• Vicinity of Site K could be good location for
Village Hub; however, this would be remote from
school and much of the village

Conclusion: REJECT
Part of Area D might accommodate a building
of outstanding architectural merit and serve as
enabling development.
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Technical/Urban Design Assessments
Site I
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SITE I
• Sustainability (GSA) Score: 1.38-3.69 (GOODEXCELLENT)
• Could make a dramatic and positive contribution
to public realm of village
• Development here would enable the creation of
exciting village public open space
• Fair location for Village Hub

Conclusion: RECOMMEND DESIGNATION IN
THE LONG TERM MASTER PLAN
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Technical/Urban Design Assessments
Sites J and N
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SITES J/N
• Sustainability (GSA) Score: 6.93-9.91 (VERY POOR)
• Totally unsuitable, due to its remoteness, for
Village Hub
• A very attractive scheme planned around a
new water body could be conceived here.
But this would create a dangerous precedent
for development in unsustainable locations
throughout South Northants

Conclusion: REJECT
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Technical/Urban Design Assessments
Site L
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SITE L
• Sustainability (GSA) Score: 1.38-1.89 (EXCELLENT)
• Prime location for Village Hub with opportunity
for joint trips to school
• On level ground
• A “Garden Village” sustainable extension could be
planned around the Hub
• A linear Village Green could be created

Conclusion: RECOMMEND DESIGNATION IN
LONG TERM MASTER PLAN
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Technical/Urban Design Assessments
Site M
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SITE M
• Sustainability (GSA) Score: 1.06-4.15
(EXCELLENT-GOOD)
• Not included in “Call for Sites” exercise; however:
• Would make a positive contribution to public
realm as part of a sustainable garden village
extension
• Would provide valuable open space and wildlife
areas
• Opportunity for balancing ponds located in
Silverstone Brook corridor

Conclusion: RECOMMEND DESIGNATION IN
LONG TERM MASTER PLAN
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The Master Plan Vision
Fortuitously, the results of the GSA
and technical/design studies produced
a consensus in the search for a way
forward. This has been worked up in some
detail to produce the comprehensive,
long term Master Plan Vision for
Silverstone.
This is based on the theme of a planned,
“garden village” extension.
The village maps shown earlier represent
ﬁfty year cycles of “organic” village
growth.

In the past there was little opportunity for
residents to be involved in the planning of
this historic growth.

The existence of an approved village wide
vision will ensure that the green areas
which we all cherish could not be violated
even in the long term; there simply would
not be any justiﬁcation in planning law.

Conversely, this proposed future fiftyyear Vision gives us all an opportunity to
When rural areas are subject to large
participate, guide and derive maximum
community benefit from any future organic scale development there are, invariably,
“winners” and “losers” from the outcome of
growth of the village.
the development process. We believe that
this Vision will ensure that any negative
The Master Plan will produce the context
eﬀects are held to an absolute minimum
for a much smaller “Phase One” scheme
to be identified and implemented over the and that the vast majority of residents will
be “winners” in this process.
first fifteen years of the overall scheme
shown.

The main features of the long term Vision are as follows:
• Housing development in the next fifty years will be
confined to the North and North West of the current
village confines, reinforcing the linear shape of the
village
• A new social and commercial “Hub” to be created
which would incorporate, over time, a wide range of
village-owned assets such as
• A new Village Hall;
• New Health Centre;
• Dental practice
• Shop(s);
• Light industrial workshops/Offices;
• Craft Workshops;
• Commercial Day Nursery;
• Community Café;
• Sheltered Housing and associated Day Centre for the
elderly of the village;
• Community Garage for community mini bus etc.
• These facilities would be grouped around a
landscaped space or “public square” with generous
parking to encourage joint trips to primary school/
shop/health centre etc.

• A continuous “Linear Park” linking the new
development in the North of the village with that in
the South
• Reconstruction of (part of) the former mediaeval
lake for fishing, wildlife and leisure, together with
other balancing lakes, performing a flood protection
function
• A new Village Green, with accompanying Cricket
Green and Clubhouse
• An expanded Tennis Club on a site near the school
• A reconfigured and invigorated SRA which would
operate for sports only and with its current parking
provision doubled on-site
• A network of safe, cycleable routes to interconnect
the various parts of the village and vastly improve
convenience for pram, pushchair and disabled users.
Cycle links would be completed between the Circuit
and the Hub and along the entirety of the Linear Park
• Enhanced public pedestrian links to the forest which
gave rise to our village (some of which would be reintroductions of routes subsequently lost in history)
• A wide range of opportunities for different forms and
tenures of housing, from rental, shared ownership
through to self and custom-built housing plots
• New ecological and screen planting to hide less
attractive features
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Strategic Allocations
This drawing shows the whole Parish
and, in particular, the “Strategic Gap”
which is a no-build zone proposed in
the Neighbourhood Plan to prevent the
coalition of Silverstone and an expanding
Towcester.

Other notations on this Plan show the
definition of ”The Green Heart” and
the “Silverstone Brook Valley”, all to be
protected in perpetuity by the Plan.

In the “Open Countryside” areas, only
the rural countryside policies of the
South Northants Local Plan would apply.

Open Countryside Policies Apply
Strategic Gap (to Prevent Coalescence of Silverstone/Towcester
Protected Valley of the Silverstone Brook
‘The Green Heart’ Special Landscape Area
Surface Water Balancing Ponds (For Flood Protection) (Notional)
A43 Junctions Improved to Normal Four Way Movement
Notional Main Foul Sewer

SILVERSTONE VISION
Strategic Green Infrastructure and Spaces in The Parish
“QUAM MAGNUS CONSILIO”

1:2500 @ AO

Copyright RPB/SNPWP 2019

So What Is A Neighbourhood Plan (NP)?
A NP is a formal planning document
to be prepared following the results of
this village public consultation. On its
conclusion and approval it will become an
integral part of the South Northants Local
Plan and, hence, will control all future
development/planning applications in this
Parish.
Prior to its preparation a full and detailed
description of the village was needed: its
history, landscape, ecology, archaeology,
demography etc.
Furthermore, lots of hard evidence to
support any contentions needed to be
assembled; this has been the work of the
Silverstone Neighbourhood Plan Working
Party since 2017.

Regular liaison with the Neighbourhood
Planning Officers at SNC has been
undertaken during this time to test the
various options for our future.
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If successful, the Silverstone NP
will inform and instruct every
planning decision within the
Parish.

The Plan will be worked up in detail
taking account of comments made at
this Exhibition and formed into a Full
Report. This will then be submitted to the
Local Planning Authority (SNC) for the
checking of Basic Conditions. Following
a period of publicity, SNC will arrange an
independent examination. The emerging
Draft NP will then be subject to a formal
Referendum amongst parishioners which
will be organized in a government-approved
manner by SNC.

?

Neighbourhood
Plan
Sil Exhibition March 2019.indd 23
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What Are The Main Messages Of The
Silverstone Neighbourhood Plan?
Initially, the members of the SNPWP
were inspired by the urgent need to
help protect the village character of
Silverstone from insensitive, speculative
and large scale development.

There is little point in adopting
low grade ambitions!

Later we came to realize that we could
harness the NP process to improve and
up-grade village facilities and the public
realm.

We acknowledge that some of the ideas
may be decades in gestation and we
have, therefore, adopted a deliberately
long term horizon of ﬁfty years for the
implementation of the Vision.

Hence, the main trajectories of our NP
proposals are:

23

So our ambitions are high, as exempliﬁed
in our Master Plan Vision.

• Identify in detail the cherished open
areas of the village and provide for
their protection in perpetuity
• Dramatically change, transform
and upgrade the quality of our
community facilities, housing,
public open spaces and the ecology
of our village for the future wellbeing of our community

“Make no small plans;
they have no magic to stir man’s soul“
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What Are The Major Directions Which
The Neighbourhood Plan Could Take?
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The SNPWP spent a lot of time looking
at approved Neighbourhood Plans
elsewhere in the country and examining the
opportunities open to us in the legislation.
We found that we might pursue the
following routes: characterised as:

• Neighbourhood Plan Light
In this option no provision,
whatever, is made for new
development outside the
current village conﬁnes, even
in the long term. Whilst this
option might appeal to the
Nimby in all of us this course of
action would not, based on our
research, guarantee protection
for the village from, say, future
planning appeals, High Court
challenges etc. and associated
unwelcome, random and largescale development.

• Neighbourhood Plan Minimum
Here the NP would make only a
token housing allocation over a
ﬁfteen year period for, say, social
housing. This could be eﬀective
in the short term but in the long
term might be subject to the
same uncertainties listed above.
Plus, it would not lead directly
to any upgrading of our facilities
and environment.

• Smart Neighbourhood Plan
In this option we adopt a
more dramatic, very long
term “smart” strategy: Land
in an environmentally-friendly
location is allocated for a
full range of housing types,
together with a site or sites for
comprehensive village facilities.
Funding for these facilities
is generated by signiﬁcant
contributions from the uplift
of the land values created by
the very Plan itself (“planning
gain”). An ideal implementation
methodology which we are keen
to pursue is the notion of a
“Village Partnership” between
landowners, the village(PC) and
key stakeholders to deliver the
smart Master Plan Vision we
have in mind

The latter is the process
and outcome for which we
seek endorsement in this
Exhibition. Please give us
your support and register
this in the questionnaire.
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Neighbourhood Plans Aims and Objectives
A. To manage future housing growth within
Silverstone village by
1. Introducing a Strategic (Green) Gap, as identiﬁed
on Board 21, to ensure the separation, in perpetuity,
of the settlement of Silverstone and an expanding
suburban Towcester
2. Maintaining the village conﬁnes in the positions
established by the SNPWP in January 2018 or as
subsequently modiﬁed, as in paragraph 3 below.

C.To ensure that the design and appearance of
future development helps to maintain the rural
identity and character of the Northamptonshire
vernacular village style of Silverstone by
5. Ensuring that new housing development in the
Parish shall comprise:
•

3. Supporting future, “smart, long term expansion of
the village conﬁnes but only in areas planned by the •
community.
Such expansion will be identiﬁed as an allocation
•
or allocations in the Neighbourhood Plan for the
development of residential and community facilities.
But the subsequent granting of planning permission
for any such allocation (or any part thereof) will be •
strictly subject to all of the following criteria being
met in full; such expansion must:
•
•

Form part or the whole of a comprehensively
designed and physically discrete and separate new
residential “quarter” of the village as designated in
an overall village Master Plan approved by the PC.

•

Incorporate a “village hub” laid out around a new
attractive public open space where new community
facilities will be clustered.

•

Be subject to a comprehensive legal Agreement
and/or Partnership or Trust created between the
Parish Council, a selected Housing Association
and all participating landowners. Under such an
arrangement the PC would need to be gifted a
legal stake in land ownership in order to guarantee
delivery of community facilities together with
a signiﬁcant and meaningful equity stake in
betterment (land value uplift) arising directly from
the grant of planning permission. In this way the
“Partnership” would function as a benevolent
developer, promoting the best interests of every
party in the Parish (landowners, the wider Parish
community, farming and local business interests).

•

Comprise development which is planned as a high
quality, energy conscious, comprehensive urban
design concept with an overall, long term Master
Plan.

•

Be subject to detailed Planning Briefs, for each
tranche of development, to be issued by the
Partnership.

•

Be linked to the major source of local employment,
Silverstone Park, via a segregated cycleway along
the entire length of Brackley Road

•
•

4. Protecting and enhancing all the Ancient
Monuments in the Parish and facilitating their
interpretation as an interconnected legacy of
Silverstone’s special mediaeval history as a royal
focus in the ancient forest of Whittlewood

F. To protect and enhance the public domain of the
village and recreation facilities by:
11. Pursuing a programme of village beautiﬁcation
incorporating tree lined avenues (say alongside a
Brackley Road cycleway), screen planting against
eyesores and implementing attractive surfacing to
major shared public spaces (especially the village
centre).

12. Expanding or rationalising the public rights of way
network in the Parish to incorporate additional links
to the Whittlewood Forest, Silverstone Park, Stowe
Specialist old persons dwellings e.g. sheltered
Gardens and routes along the wildlife corridors
housing
(where this does not conﬂict with wildlife and
farming interests)
Aﬀordable housing for the indigenous population of
the village, as identiﬁed by an up to date Housing
13. Developing an attractive, convenient and safe
Needs Survey as advised by a HA
“circuit” of public rights of way around the open
Self-build/custom build plots (of a wide-ranging
size) for sale

countryside areas of the Parish for walkers and keep
ﬁt enthusiasts.

Incorporating an agreed proportion of “passiv haus” 14. Developing new cycle routes and upgrading existing
rights of way within the village to cyclable routes,
dwellings within the various categories
where necessary with landowner agreement, in
• Inclusion of Housing Association dwellings for rent,
accordance with the long term, shared Vision for
shared equity or very low- cost purchase
the open countryside within the Parish, which
reﬂects the new rural zeitgeist.
• Adhering to the design principles laid out in the
adopted PP and VDS
15. Agreeing a Silverstone Parish “Countryside Vision”
which will facilitate public farming grants to ensure
• Discouraging the participation of national/volume
and improve the viability of local farm units,
house builders and encouraging individuals, HA,
increase the proportion of land set aside wholly
and local small house builders
for wildlife and to cater for enhanced public access
as part of a compact between the Partnership,
6. Limiting all new employment development to that
parishioners and local farming interests.
part of the Parish where the landscape is less
sensitive i.e. East of the A43. The only exception
would be development included in section A3
G. To ensure that infrastructure is appropriate to
support new development by:
D.To protect local green spaces and open spaces
16. Dealing comprehensively and completely with
within the village by
traffic problems in the Parish. Enabling the
introduction of new slipways at both A43 junctions
7. Preserving and enhancing, in perpetuity, the ‘Green
in order to preclude non-village through traffic
Heart’ of the village, as deﬁned in drawing 21 and
from entering the village; introducing sensitive and
the valley of the Silverstone Brook
attractive traffic calming throughout the whole
8. Preserving the open space buﬀers between the
Parish, for example on the lines of the concept of
various “hamlets” of Silverstone in their entirety, as
“shared space”. Pushing for quality public transport
shown on Drawing 20
to be introduced between the Circuit/village/
Towcester.
9. Introducing a long term, sustainable management
regime for all areas designated as open in the
strategic village Master Plan with the active
participation of the Silverstone Partnership
E. To protect, conserve and extend the influence of
valued landscapes by

10. Conserving and enhancing the wildlife corridors,
Incorporate housing development in the categories
and their setting, along the branches of the
listed in paragraph 13
Silverstone Brook, as deﬁned on Drawing 21.
Extending the number and extent of wildlife
Be sustained by an endowment fund, arising from
corridors via Agreements with landowners, the
the betterment contributions referred to above, to
participation of the Partnership and with capital
sustain in perpetuity all communal open spaces and
expenditure on new ecologically-friendly planting.
community owned buildings

B.To conserve and enhance the character of the
Conservation Area and to protect non-designated
heritage assets by
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“Enabling development”, including a signiﬁcant
proportion of open- market housing, to ensure that
the village community derives maximum beneﬁt
from betterment
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17. Introducing a raft of measures to ensure safer
routes to school and an improved, sustainable
pedestrian and cycling environment within and
around the village.
H. To support sustainable local economic growth by:
18. Establishing a robust and long term, sustainable
scheme of capital and revenue funding for all
proposed and existing village facilities, deploying
measures such as envisaged for The Silverstone
Partnership , CIL, Community Land Trust
arrangements, lottery funding, employer gift aid,
other grant and gift aid, sponsorship etc.
19. Supporting well-conceived development, with
only state of the art, high quality design, at the
Circuit and Silverstone Park by close liaison with the
landowners, in our joint interests

SNPWP / SILVERSTONE PC

March 2019
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Please obtain a questionnaire from the desk.
It is a simple tick-box exercise and will only take
a few minutes of your time.
Your opinion will really count and you could
be a prize winner!
If you still have any unanswered queries please leave
your email address and we WILL reply to you.
We hope you enjoyed the Exhibition.
The Silverstone Neighbourhood Plan Working Party.

Thanks!!!!
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